
[My responses are bolded. Todd Ramos' posts aren't. Explanations in brackets.]

You had a question/comment about a recent post of mine?

Yes was wondering if the blog posts about bay brook can be taken down its all false info

Yelp had the same reviews and they took them down the women is upset about not getting CO for raising her
home

Bay brook is not a engineering company they do home improvement so this women is upset at bay rook for no
reason

From one blogger to another can you please take the blog down

I'm also contacting boing boing to discuss this as well please feel free to look at yelp they all got removed because
reviews were fake

do you have anything substantial to back this up? I don't think anyone said baybrook was engineering in that
post.

Look at BBB reviews all good and a good score if bay brook was bad BBB would know about it

reviews taken down from yelp doesn't necessarily mean anything. what about the other reviews posted from
alleged shill accounts?

The women is mad because she can't get CO

[CO = Certificate of Occupancy]

BBB may or may not know about it. maintaining a high BBB score isn't the same thing as running a good
business.

Bayer

And the reason she can get Co is because of the way the house was lifted

Bay brook did not lift the house a engineering company did

again: forward me something more substantial than "please take it down" - some sort of documents, links,
anything.

The paper is on line on the boing boing blog

["paper" is letter from city informing Arisian it was pulling her certificate of occupancy]

Please look at it

i'll take a look

Can't get CO because of the variance in the lift of the home by a engineering company



Not bay brook they did the work after home was lifted

They did not lift the home

posted where at boing boing? i'm not finding it. do you have a link?

Let me look

I'm getting it now

[link to photo, since deleted]

Says why she can't co

Elevation

Of home

If bay brook was wrong I would tell you but in this case it was not bay brooks doing

I am just bay brooks webmaster and digital marketing guy and really found it unfair that these are written and are
not true

I'll look into this. Post won't come down if this checks out but I'll issue a correction if needed.

I'll also check the status of the lawsuit.

Well the post is all negative comments from people she knows please bring post down

It's not true am d should have never been written about

What if I wrote something about you and posted it on a page rank 7 blog you would be upset no its not right

Not my call. Again, I have to verify all this and take it to my boss.

OK well I just showed you the truth why she is mad and had nothing to do with baybrook

I rather us work together then get into a blogging war that will fix nothing

Upset, yes. But I wouldn't expect anyone to take it down immediately without checking things out.

I understand but I supplied you the proof that paper work from the city of milford

They don't lie

Yes. And I said I need to check out other stuff related to this, like the ongoing lawsuit over the reviews.

And boing boing is gonna see the same thing and if not we have to blog back and that's just stupid so I'm trying the
professional route



What is owner suppose to do I will have him end lawsuit if you guys can make these false statements go away

I appreciate that but I don't have the power to yank the post. And even if I did, I'd check everything out first.

You're not in an unbiased position.

Really if it was true I would said to owner that he did something wrong and he's beet

I have wrong many blogs and articles and if someone is wrong I'm all about it but when it's a revenge thing that's
not right

You and I both know that the Internet can really ruin a business if things like this come up

How do you write about things if you don't research the facts that's kinda crazy no

Why don't you have the paper I sent you before you wrote a blog that can ruin a business

There's a lot more to the story than just that part.

Not really the start of all of this is that she did not get CO

[The pulling of the CO happened AFTER the negative signs Arisian hung failed to be brought down by another
zoning ordinance ruling. Who would have the most interest in removing those signs?]

Then all the lies come out

She angry I get it but it was not bay brooks fault she couldn't get CO

That's the fact and you should have not wrote about it if you didn't know what at the facts were

That's slanderous

Your listening to a women that's mad that she can't CO

So when will you have a answer for me as to when and if blog will be yanked

that info came from a blog post, where the first zoning issue had to do with the anti-baybrook signs she hung.

[blog post linked to in original post, as well as the followup]

And if not we will have to start blogging as well and question the credibility of techdirts info they write about with no
facts

Yes she is mad

You never met a crazy person

i'll send you the link via the public twitter. tells me message can't be sent from DM.

I'm in business and you can't make everyone happy



I have seen it but what does that mean anyone can create a sigh

I could create a huge story about techdirt also anyone can but it's not true

you're missing the point. the city first went after her for the signs she hung. who was behind that?

She is crazy she is mad and shouldn't be hanging sighs of negative garbage

And that's slander

What if I hang signs of techdirt all over and say things that are not real

You would want them down no

Of course you would

Again she can not get CO because of the way the home was lifted that's the fact call city of milfors

Milford

And your listening to a angry women that's making a big deal over nothing bay brook did that's all

the CO issue came up after the sign issue. these are related and they go in that order. i will check it out and
issue a correction if needed

Well I will have to start having my team blog if it's not removed and it will be about tech dirt not getting facts before
slandering people

And really ruining businesses and listening to a women and never reaching out to the owner of the company

And she had those signs because she knew she could not get Co

and boing boing as well, or what did they tell you?

We are in talks about it now and again I will mention them as well I don't know how you guys can create content
over the wire that's false

Kind of crazy but it a OK like I said I have 600 bloggers and 20000 blog as ranging in pr 4 to 7 I can get things out
as well

But I thought we could work together to resolve this

As I've said before, I'm going to check things out before any corrections, followups, etc. are issued.

OK let me know but we expect the blog to be yanked becais we it's all done out of hate and revenge not fact

"we?"

And you guys should not write unless you have the truth we being the best interest of baybrook remodelers



I've got a body of work approaching 1,000 posts. With that, you're going to have a hard time proving "hate and
revenge" is why I write posts

But come on I can get 10k in posts any one can get posts and comments but it's not true

the yelp reviews were removed months ago. that doesn't seem to have any bearing on what you're claiming
NOW.

No they were removed 2 weeks ago 3 fake review from cali

All 3 people were from cali she is hiring a guy like me to do negative seo

[Kristen has a post on these reviews at her Baybrook b log. The reviews he's talking about were posted on Jan. 8,
11 and 12. Techdirt's post ran on the 8th so these are probably connected to that, rather than Kristen "hiring" a
negative SEO hitman.]

can you call me so we can talk

Look at the link on yelp they were removed because of terms they were fake and they live in cali and this is in ct
come on

So I contacted yelp and they agreed and removed they were on Jan 11 12 something like that

are you doing the positive SEO, like the three happy reviews posted on the same day (one day after baybrook
commented on techdirt)?

[also mentioned in the same post by Kristen]

No I don't do reviews

I build links

Guest post for keywords

Your funny you keep tweeting this garbage

Are we going to work together on this false stuff or no

Call me

[number withheld]

It's easier to talk

I'll put a post together based on what I can find out. If anything needs to be corrected, it will be.

it won't be collaborative. and no, i'm not going to call you.

OK so your not gonna take it down and shouldn't you have done that in the first place



I have screen shot of the false stuff you wrote with no factual info great blogger

what? issue a correction? i'll issue a correction IF NEEDED. the whole of this story does not hinge on her CO.
there's another lawsuit.

It is because of the Co that's the story she knew this for a long time and that's why the signs went up

The inspector inspected years before Co was tried to be achieved

[Not true. See dates on the letter from the city. Sent in 2011, permits pulled were from '03 and '04.]

Didn't you do any research or just wrote based on a crazy women

Thank god everyone doesn't do that white with no facts did you talk to the owner of bay brook and find out his story
no

2 sides to every story no

She hired yelp reviews and probably you guys and boing boing

High page rank goes viral I get it I do it for clients every day

But you should at least write the truth

Her side has a lot more documentation than yours.

Contact owner did you

No

Get his story and docs

I'm done discussing this. I have what I need and I'll be putting together a followup post.

OK well the first post is slander so if it's not yanked we will be moving forward

His legal filings are public.

[meaning Baybrook's owner]

OK Tim Cushing thx for your time


